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Nokia Prodigy Box clone

Nokia Prodigy box is a cheap alternative for maintenance of Nokia phones. It is very simillar to Griffin or Twister and works
with same cables.
Features:
Phone Info - the Phone info menu will provide a Full Description and details of any Nokia handset connected,
including:
Software version and Language pack.
Phone IMEI
Product code and hardware information.
For DCT3 and Linda handsets it will also display the user code.
Flash - Prodigy can upgrade/downgrade firmware in all Nokia handsets. The Auto function automatically detects the
phone connected and loads the flash files for you, just simple selection of the language pack is required (the content
pack is also automatically selected). If the phone is dead then you may use the manual option to select the required
flash files. Please note flash files are not included. Prodigy uses Wintesla format flash files like other boxes - Twister,
Tornado, UFS etc.
Prodigy is one of the only software on the market that can correctly flash the ADSP part of some Nokia phones. This
ADSP part is responsible for the MP3 player and audio functions in N-Gage and Nokia 3300 phones. This is good for
repairing possible contact service problems and other software related issues.
SP Locks - Prodigy can unlock all current Nokia mobile phones (GSM) by the simple click of a button, the phone is
uploaded with the new lock data. Prodigy can also Re-lock Nokia phones, which can be very handy for service centres.
You can just manually choose the network code required and type it in, click Upload SP data. That's it.
Audio Test - Prodigy can run Audio tests on all Nokia's. This will determine if the phones ringer is faulty or if it is just
a software related bug.
Phone Reset - Prodigy's phone reset page offers the following:
-Force user code.
-Set full factory.
-User data.
-Leave factory.
-Service centre.
-Software upgrade.
-Production tune.
-Format user area.
Each option is for different things, the format user area is good for all Symbian based phones and can cure many
problems caused by faulty user data or bad software.
Eeprom - Prodigy's Eeprom section is great for backing up your phones important data before you carry out any
work. If there is a problem with the handset at anytime you can just restore the critical data held in your phone via
the eeprom write button.
Phone Tests - The Phone Self Tests function is used to trace handset hardware and software faults. With this
function, you will be able to determine the actual fault of the phone in less then 10 seconds. On every start-up, the
phone MCU will perform certain self-tests on its hardware and software components and will log the report for later
use. This menu in Prodigy will allow the user to read this log from the phone and show it on the screen. It is also
possible to save the result as a back-up or so that it can be printed later. The screen will display the test results after
they have been read from the handset. The user can also make the tests run again.
Phone Book - The Prodigy Phonebook Menu is used to backup the phonebook before flashing the phone and restore

the phonebook after flashing. Just click "Read" and Prodigy will retrieve the phonebook details from the handset and
create a *.txt format file as a backup. Very handy for customers that do not want to loose their phone numbers.
LCD Pattern test - The display tests area allows you to modify the Contrast of the phone, or run screen tests to
determine if the LCD is faulty.
For some Nokia coloured phones you can also adjust the contrast of the phone - 6100, 7210, 7650... etc.
Device Info - Device info basically stores details about your Prodigy device, such as:
-Serial number.
-Device firmware version.
-Activation status.
Unlock Codes - Along with the SP locks section Prodigy can also remote unlock any Nokia, all you need is the IMEI
and the network lock code that the phone is locked to. Enter the details and Prodigy will generate the required unlock
codes. These are then entered via the phones keypad. That is it, phone unlocked.
Production Data Edit - The Production Data Edit allows you to rewrite the following:
-Manufacture Date.
-Product Code.
-Hardware Version.
-Production Serial Number.
-Order Number.
Read / Write PM - Allows to read / write PM files
IMEI ESN Tools
-Make ASK
-Backup RPL
Keypad Lights - test light of keypad
LCD Lights - test LCD light
Phone models supported by Prodigy software - please see which cables are included !:

[DCT3]
NAM-1=3610
NAM-2=2100
NHM-2=3410
NHM-3=6250/60
NHM-5=3310
NHM-6=3330
NHM-9=3350
NPB-1=3390
NPE-3=6210
NPM-5=5510
NSB-1=5190
NSB-3=6190
NSB-6=8890
NSB-7=8290
NSE-1=5110
NSE-2=5110i
NSE-3=6110
NSE-5=7110
NSE-6=8810
NSE-8=3210
NSK-1=5130
NSK-1=6130
NSM-1=6150
NSM-2=8850
NSM-3=8210
NSM-3D=8250
NSM-4=8855
NSM-5=5210
RAE-2=9110
[DCT4]
NEM-1=3300
NEM-2=3300b
NHL-4=7210
NHL-4J =7250
NHL-4JX=7250i
NHL-4U =6610
NHL-6=6800
NHM-1=6650
NHM-4=8910

NHM-4NX=8910i
NHM-7=8310
NHM-8=3510
NKC-1=1220
NKW-1=1260
NMM-3 =7600
NPC-1=3320
NPE-4=6310
NPL-1=6310i
NPL-2=6100
NPL-3=6200
NPL-5=5140
NPM-6=5100
NPM-9=3590
NPW-1 =3360
NPW-2 =6360
NHL-9=6820
RH-4=6108
RH-6=3108
RH-9=3510i
RH-12=6230
RH-13=6340i
RH-14=3560
RH-18=1100
RH-19=3100/3120
RH-20=6220
RH-23=7200
RH-30=3200
RH-59=2600
RH-53=2650
RH-39=2260
RH-40=2220
RH-37=3220
RM-2 =6810
RM-4 =2300
RM-5 =2300a
RM-17=7260
RM-37=6610i
RM-8=7270
RM-14=7280
RM-37=6610i
RM-47=6170
NPM-2NX=6340
RM-12=7710
RH-57=2112#
RH-3P=2270/72#
NPH-2AX=6385#
RH-17tri=2280#
RH-17=2280#
RH-17R=2280i#
RH-17NA=2280#
RH-46= 3105#
RH-48= 3105#
RH-61= 3125#
RM-11=3205#
NPD-1AW= 3585#
NPD-4AW=3585i#
RH-3= 2285#
RH-3P= 2270#
RH-44=3586/i#
RH-55= 6015/i#
RH-27= 6225#
RH-34= 6585#
RA-2=9500
RAE-6=9300
[LINDA]
RAB-3=9290
RAE-3=9210
RAE-5=9210i
[WD2]
NEM-4=N-Gage
NHM-10 =3600
NHL-8=3650

NHL-8X=3660
NHL-2NA=7650
NHL-10 =6600
NHL-12 =6620
RH-29=N-GageQD
RH-47=N-GageQDa
RM-25=6260
RH-51=7610
RH-52=7610b
RH-67=6670
RH-25=6260
RM-51=3230
[BB5]
RM-1=6630 -not tested, unlock not possible
RM-36=6680 -not tested, unlock not possible

Set includes:
Prodigy box with LPT socket
5 phone cables for the following models:
-Nokia 3650
-Nokia 8910
-Nokia 6800
-Nokia 6100
-Nokia 8310
Accessories required, but not included:
9V power adapter
Parallel LPT cable
other cables for required models
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